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How Do Decisions Emerge`?
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Abst.ract.

'I'lu~ l~~eisir~ idca of de~~ision emergence is to geuerati~ the prefered decision alter-
uative iiiste.~~l oF asstuning it as exogeneously given like in ueo-clrussical econutnics
an~l ~;aiuE~ ilieory. Tl~e particular problem of ultimatu~n proposals ha5 been selected
in urdor to relc on e~pcrimental obsen.atiuns when sl~ieculating how choices emerge.
Oiu~ a~proach disrinyuishes primary and secondary cu~icerns of ultimatum proposers
an~l illn5trate, ho~e qualiYative learning can (re)aliape p:eferenres over choices.
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Hurk :uul ]~;ri~~ ~~~u Dauune for helpfiil commrnte.
rHwulu,~ilt.[ uivei:tiih~ oE Berliu, Departmeirt uf Economics, Inst.itute for Economic Theory III, Span-

rl~~uer Str. 1. D- 10178 [3erlin, Genuauy



1 Introduction

In game tóc~ur,y and. mure generall~-, in neo-classical economics one usually assumes ex-

ogenously hi~-cu preferences determining the decision behavior of the varions parties. Al-

thuugL it is l,ussihle to derive preferences endoge~nously (see, for instance, Giith and

I~liemt. 1')D.4. who rely un the indirect evulntionary approach), this cíetermines only rather

special prcferc~nces or choices, c~~.g. the cvulutiouarily atable ones.

Llnlike in uc~crc~lassical ccunomics preferences, and thiis the choices which they induce, are

not exugeuously given but have to be gc~~nerated by a dyiiamic reasoning process. Gtith

(1995 aaicl 1US17) outlines a general perspective how choices of bo~mdedly rational deci-

sion cuakei:~ c uuld c~merge. The genera] iclea~.v are a behavioral repertoire based on former

experiencc~s and thoir recommendations fur qiialitatively and even quantitatively similar

nituatiurL~ ~cs well zis various submodules hy which one can generate choices for quanti-

tatively similar ("Directional Lcarsung"), qualit.atively similar (`'Adaptation Procedure")

and completely new ("New Problem Solver" ) choice problems.

The weakncss of such u gencral approec~li is I hat it rests on maiiy hypotheses of which only

fcw can I,e suliport,ed hy the available empirical, mostly experimental evidence. To avoid

thi5 we cnucc~iitrate here ou a particular choice problem, namely the proposal making in

ultimatum bargaining. Here a positive monetary amount c has to be allocated among

the part,ic.~ X a,nd 1' in the following way: The proposer X first selects a proposal (~, y)

with c-~ y - r and 0 G y C c wivch thc~~ responder can accept or rejeet. If Y accepts, X

receives :r and Y the residual amount ~- c- x, otherwise both parties get nothing.

Wherea.5 iu ~rther choice problems it rnay already Tieed qcute an effort to know a11 t,he

available choices. this is qnite obvious in a typical ultirnat.um bargaining experiment

where thc~ hroposer X caai choose between all offers y with 0 c y G c to the responder Y.

Of coursa. e~ liroposer will nsually restrict his attcntion to a few snch offers y e.g. to the

ec~ua] split r~ - r~2, ;y - e~3 and a very small value y.

We íiist ,tudy the structure of the reasoiring process b,y which au inexperienced proposer

X will elerivc~ hi~ c~hoice y where we distinguish primary (Section 2) and secondary (Section
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3) concerns. Afterwards (Section 4) it wi11 be discussed how qualitative learrring (see, for

instance, 5elten and Buchta, 1994) chie to repeated play can change preferences over

propos~ds ~uid ther~.~by proposal tnaking. In the terminology of Guth (1997) we thus first.

concentrati~ nn decision emergence without qualitatively similar former experiences (the

"New Prubl~~iu Solver"-submodule) and then fucus on the other extreme case where one

can rely on former experiences due to playing the sarne game repeatedly (the `'Directional

Leanung'~-submodulc).

In om~ cuuclusiorL~; we discuss t.he general problem of decision emergence in the light of our

results which cuver only a very specific choice problem, but are based on empirical obser-

vations ancl therefore less speculative. It will take a long time and require many scholars

before having more general and ernpirically validated results. For this long joruney we

recormnencl to rely - as in our study - on etnpirical (field or experimental) observatiorLs

when trying tu develop theorics how decisions emerge.

2 Primary concerns
of inexperienced proposers

It may appear conta~adictary that one ztissumes basic desires, e.g. for scarce resoruces like

inone,y, when explaining how preferences for certain choices are generated. Other studies,

rnost likely evolutionary ones (see, for instance, Guth and HIiemt, 1994) might try tu

justify b~rsic desires or primary concerns. Here it. is sitnply assumed fur the case at hand

that proposers prhnarily care for their monetary gains.

X Y

Ultimahun -~ Will y be
Proposal(x,y) accepted?

Result

X receives x
yes ~ (Y receives y)

no
~ X receives 0

(Y receives 0)

Figure 1: The sequential decision process of ultimatum bargaining
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Consider an individual who is asked to play the pazt of the proposer X in an ultimatum

garne and wL~~ envisages such an experiment for the first time. Although most persons will

have eapi~ricnc.ed tiltimatutn proposals before, the,y hardly seem to be able to traiLtilate

their pri~~ i~,us ,.tperiences to the alastract situation of the ultimatum game. Since the

monetai;v gaiu of íiroposer X depends on both (as illustrated by Figure 1), the demand and

the aa~eptan~~e decisiou, an inexperienced proposer X has T.wo major primary concerns.

uamcly t,is d~~,uand r- c- y and the "certainty" that his demand will be accepted-

Being a~cnre c,f tlicso two primary concerns the immediata task is to find out whether they

are corrrplimentary or conflicting. Such an ínvestigation requires a cognitive model of

the resp~,nder 1"a reaction behavior to the offers y rmder consideration. When generating

a prcrfar~~n~~e for uue nf the offers ~ rmder consideration, an inexperienced proposer X

ther~~for~~ L~is t,i iui~,t;inc how a- typical responder Y will react.

Note that thiti does not mean that proposer Y hïnrself would react in such a way. The

data of the so-called consistency tests where the same participant plays two ultimatum

garnes in different roles (Giith, Schrnittberger and Schwarze, 1982) clearly indicate that

some participants do not expect others to behave as they do. 1~4ore specifically, 5 of 37

participants were inconsistent in the sense that their detnand x and their acceptance

threshold r~ - in the sense that only offers ,y ) y would be accepted - add up to more

than to c an~l 17 in the sense of .r ~ y ~ c.

An obvi~nis idea to predict rc~ponse behavior in ultirnatum games is to assume that

most responders view the situation as basically symmetric since both parties (X and Y)

are needc~d for a,n agreement. The basic symmetry is, for instance, refíected by the

characteristic function ~i~ of the ultimatum game for which ~i ({X }) - v({Y}) - 0

a.nd ~, ({ ~, Y})- c. This implies a natura] aspiration level y- c~l of proposer Y. In

terrr~s of the two primary concerns t,his means that the equal split offer y- c~2 will be

surely accopted (what is always true in normal ultimatmn games, but not necessarily in

ultimatmn tiuhi;ames, see Giith and Tietz, 1989, Table 1).
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Y

X

. v

Figure 2: How X expects Y to rexct

If respnnders expect y- c~2, tdl less favourable offers y with z~ G c~2 coc.ild trigger

unfricndly cinotions of responders and therefore he rejectecí ( see t.iie ~'aphical illustration

by Figiu'c~ 2). The likely resuh of ímaginiug response behaviour is therefore:

Prediction: All offers y c r.~2 will be less certaiiily accepted than the equal split y- c~2

whicli will be sureiy accepted.

For the t,wo primasy concerns of inexperienced proposers this, of conrse, means that these

concertL, are partly couHicting. The prediction seeins to explain why many inexperienced

decision wnkers shy away froin any risk of rejection t~y offeriug the equal split (in t.he study

of Giith ~wd Huck, 1994, for instance , 16 of 22 proposers X allocat.ing a cake of DM 16;

suggested an equal split b,y offering y- Db1 ti,-). Apparently the proposers resolved the

conHict hetween the two primary concerus by giving priority to t.he "certainty of having

one's offer accepted". in view of the psychological theory of cognitive dissonance

(Fest.inger. 1957) this caar be explained as a reevaluatiou of primary concerns ("it is

much iuc,re irnportant to gu~trantee acceptance than trying to achieve more" ) or as a

reinterpretation of facts ("iu spite of its sequential decision proeess the game is basically

ayumictric ~ ).

Of couise. uut z~ll inexperienced proposeis X avoid t.he "less certain" offers y C c~2. A

wurc auihitiocLti proposer X probably irnagines that a. respouder Y will grudgingly accept

an offer i~ ~ r~3 provided th~i~t the cost of choosing confíict are prohibitively high. An idea
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for imagiuing Y's response behaviour for offers y G c~2 could be to predict Y's acceptance

threshold r~ with 0 G y G c~2 in the sense that X expects only offers y~ y to be accepted.

In our vic~w, aucL an acceptance threshold is a rather extreme form of irnagining response

behaviour. A more realistic pict.ure how proposer imagine response behaviour is graphi-

cally ilhistr~ited in Figure 3.

c
0 s t 2

- - - 1
acceptance rejection
is unlikely is unlikely

Figure 3: Irnagined responses to "low" offers y G c~2

Here the raugc of offers 0 G y G c~2 is partitioned into tlrree subregions, na.mely a

subinterval 0 G y c s of offers ,y with s) 0 which one views as highly risk,y. In the

subregion t G y C c~2 of offers y with t 1 s proposer X views the cost of choosing conflict

for Y as prnhihitively high, i.e. for X a rejection of such offers y is rather unlikely.

To have an easy notation we refer to t as an acceptance border and to s as a rejection

border. Whereas an acceptance threshold y assumes that these two borders coincide,

our hypothesis is that. s is usually smaller than t and that proposers X do not dare to

offer amoiuita y lower than t. The range of offers y with .s G y c t could be viewed as a

transition range from unlikely acceptance to unlikely rejection. We abstain frorn any

conjecture~s liow such a transition takes plaee. Since we focus on how proposers imagine

response behaviour, it is possible that also propasers do not form any definite expectations

either, when concerning offers y with s G y G t which they neither expect. to be likely

accepted nur to be likely rejected.

One worild uatura.ll,y expect that the acceptance border t increases less than proportion-

ally with the "cake size" c (experimental studies claiming "high stakes" are, for instance,

Carneroii. 1995, Hoffman, Mc Cabe, and Smith, in press, Slonirn and Roth, 1995) and

with Y's ~~nt itlement in the sense of Y's legitimate claims to participate in "eating the
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cake c". Entitlement is Inost- convincingly introduced in reward and labotrr allocation

experimcnts (see. for instance, Shapiro, 1975) provided that both, the work effort and the

reward, are suffïciently high. Another way to provide entitlement is to auction experi-

mental positiorLS, e.g. the positions of X and Y in an ultimatum game (Guth and Tietz,

1986). Au ambiguous, but nevert.heless effective way of inducing entitlement has been

used by Hoffmann and Spitzer (1985).

Hypothesis: The acceptance border t with 0 G t G c~2 increases with the cake size c

less thau proportionally and also with the entitlement of responder Y.

That the acceptance border t should inerease less than proportionally with the cake size

c follows innnediately frorn the idea that. t represents the minimal cost wlvch certainly

prevents responder Y from choosing corrHict. If c becomes very la.rge, these costs shotild

increase less than proportionall,y since the rejection becomes more and more costly. Nlore

specifically, t should depend on c in a way int.ermediate to two boundary cases where t

doe.v not depend at- all on c acrd where t is proportional to c(see the bold curve in Figure

1).

t~
t proportional to c

t-t(c)

t constant in c

t c

Figure 4: An ilhi5tration of how the acceptance border t should depend on the cake size c

Unfortuuately. the. data of usual ultimatum bargaining experiments do not reveal the

acceptance borrler t of responders Y since one only observes the actual response to X's
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offer ,y o-iud uut the whole response stra,tegy. In experiments (see t.he survey of Giith and

Tietz, 19HcJ). which rely on the strategy rnethod, one cau observe the acceptance threshold

y hut in the~ titudies up to now neither calce size c nor Y's entitlement have been varied

systematir,clly. The value s of the rejection border cuuld be estimated as the highest va~lue

below wliic~li a high proportion, e.g. 95010, of all offers are rejected.

One rnight, uf course, rely on the chosen offer y as an incíicator of t.he acceptanee border t

whiclr a proposer X expects. Alt.hough the cake size c vv~ied a lot in many experimental

studies uf tbc riltimatwn game (see surveys of Giith ~id Tietz, 19i39, and Roth, 1995),

the amonnts c are naturall,y rather small (the highest arnount c seerns t.o be up to now ~

200). Within this limited range the first part. of t.tre fornrulated hypothesis could not be

confirmcd: The offered share y~c for the responder only weakly cíepends on c and does

not decrease sigruficantly with c as predicted.

Notice, however, that. most experímental studies of ultirnat.tun bargaining vary in strategi-

cally inessent.ial environmental aspects which ofteu oxert significant effects on the offered

share y~r. 'To test our hypothesis in a more rigorous way one shorrld perform an experi-

rnent which only varies c over some significant raarge.

3 5econdary concern of
inexperienced proposers

It has bcen elaborated above that a. proposer X has to employ some cognitive model of

response behavior in order to cor~struct his prefereuce for a certain ofíèr y urrder corrsid-

eration. In doing so hc t.ypically has to irnagine how a responder }' will feel when being

confrontc~d with a specific offer y and, especiallv, when beiug confronted with a"greedy

offer" y in t he serLSe of y bcing much smaller than c~2, i-e. far below the, natural aspiration

level 1~ - c~~2 of responders Y.

Y X

"low" r ~ .-~ ~
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Figurc ~i: Tlce sequence of secondary concerns (in case of low oft'ers ~ proposer X

expe~c~ts Y to be vea,y upset what, in turn, upsets X)

hnagininh the situation of responder Y in such a way can change t-he proposer's concerns

consideral~ly. Irrespective of his primar,y coucern ~`Will my offer ,y be certainly accepted?"

he ma,y w~rut to avoid that Y can only grudgingly accept the offer y. In other words:

ImagininK the situation of responder Y' might provoke an empathy of proposer .X for

responder Y(see Figure 5 for an illustration). Such a proposer's concern for Y's well-

being is c nllE~d secondary since it often results from an investigation whether the proposer's

primary, couc.enis are cornpatible or conHicting.

One might uhject that a secondary concern of proposer X for Y's well-being is indistin-

guishable from X's fear that an offer y G c~2 will be rejected. This, however, is no longer

true whc~n one also consicíers the experimental results of related experiments. In the no

revenge: gnmes of Giith and Huck (forthcoming) res}~ionder f' can either only reject his

own payoff .y, but not the payoff a- of tlte proposer X, or Y has no veto power at all (see

the illustxntion by Figure 6). For the cake size c- DM 16,- the average offers were DM

5,82 aud DM 5,77, respectively. Although these amounts are significantly srnallPr t.han

the corresponcíing average offer of DM 7,86 in the ultinratum garne, they nevertheless

represent siguificant shares of the cake c- DM 16,-. This convincingly proves t.hat nrany

proposers .X develop a(secondary) concern for Y's well-being.

Will y beProposal(x,y) ~ ~cepted? ,'

X receives x
yes ~ (1 receives Y)

no ~ X receives x
(Y receives 0 or y)

Figm~c (i: ~l'he uo revenge-games (if Y receives y after "no", (s)he luts no veto power at

a,ll, otherwise Y can reject only y)
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Another ~~:cy to experimentally test the strength of .Y's secondary concern for Y's well-

being is tu perfocm an experiment with three grvups of participants. One group of pro-

posers a~ aud responders Y play the usual ultimatum game with .X and }' deciding

simultauc,uusly about the oft'er y, respectively about the acceptance t}ueshold y. Another

grorrp of pruposers X' hrrs to make an offer ij which also must be accepted by a responder

Y whu. huwcwer, does not know that his choice of ,y decides whether ,y' is accepted and

who docs nut receive y' if it. is accepted. Thus X', knowing t.his, has no reason to be

concerned about Y"- Of course, also X should not be awa.re of X'.

One might object that in double blind-experiments of no revenge games one does not

observe sncli high avorage offers (sce Hoffman et al., 1994, and Bolton and Zwick, 1995).

In double Llind-experiments not only the partner Y, but also the experiment.er ca~nnot

observe tlie offér ,y of an individual proposer X. They guarantee this by allowing for

incornplc~te inforrnation in the sense t.ha.t at least for some pairs thc cake size is c- 0

where ouly the propo5er X lunrself, hut. neither the responder nor the experimenter knows

the true c:,rke size. Giith and Huck (fort.hcoming) also allow for a large (DM 323,-) and a

small cake (DIV1 16,-). Nevertheless 16 out of 42 proposers X with the large cake c- DM

38,- offercd more than the small cake (DM 16,-) in at least one of the two no revenge-

games, dc,tic~rihed ahove. Thus the pi~ssibility to "hide behind the small calce" alone cannot

prevent iuc~perienced proposers X to care for Y's well-being (the results of Hoffman et al,

1994, show a similar robustness when one introduces "double blindnPSS" ). We summarize,

what is illc~,5trated in I'igure 5, b,y

Conclusion: ~~1ien aualyzing whether or not a responder Y will accept an offer y in

the rauge 0 G y G c~2, many proposers X will develop a(secondary) concern for

Y's well-being what. inspires rnore generous offcrs y than those implied hy solely

considering .Y', primary concerns.

One has to ex~ect an eveu more important role of such secondary concerns for Y's well-

being whc~u the two parties X and Y interact face to face (one coiild describe such exper-

imerrts :rs O-blind ln~ocecíures). In a face to face-interaction most pexrple develop a gronp

feeliug wh~rt usually rulcs out unequal and therefore seemingly unjust. reward allocations

(see Frqy arrcí Bolmet, 1994).
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4 Sliaping behavior by qualitative learning

If a propuser Plays the ultimatum game repeatedly against changing opponents, he usually

will impro~~c~ his behavior in the light of previous expericnces. As demor~strated above the

cogruti~'r c~nnsiderations of the proposer are rclated ruainlv to two qnestioits:

"How likely will an offer y c r.~2 be rejected"?"

and

'~Hot~ mnc li tiliould onc offer to Y anyhow'?"

Whereas the first question reflects the primary concern that X wants 6is offer to Y to

be accepted, the second question is rel:ited to the seconciary concern for Y's well-being

which sonte, bnt not necessarily all proposers will develop.

Qualit.a.tive or directíonal learning (see, for instance, Selten artd F3uchta, 1994) predicts

the direction of better decisions by inferenc~r~ti from previons experienc~s (see Figure 7 for

a graphical illustration).

I did "this", Next time
but "that" would ~ I choose "that"!
have been better.

postdecisional reget ~ ` improved future
behavior

Figtrre 7: The cognitive idea of directional learning ( or why looking back when rnoving

forward makes seuse)

VVhat onc cxn infer from previous results will, of course, depend on the specific experiences

~c.5 tvell a~ on one's cognitive ideas. Naturall,y a proposer X whose offer y G c~2 was
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t-(t-1)
Dyc - yc - yc-i 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 ~

accepted Dyc 1 0 5 0 5 1 1 12
~c-~ Dyc - 0 8 10 10 17 14 59

~yt c 0 11 9 7 5 7 39
re,jected ~y~ c 0 0 2 1 0 1 4

yf-1 ~y~ ~ 0 0 3 1 1 1 6

Tablc; 1:

rejected will conclude that he should be rnore generous next time. If an offer y) 0 is,

however. xccepted, one might regret to have offered so much. Thus qualitative ]earning

can be described for the case at. hand by the following rules:

Rule 1: A proposer X whose offer y c c~2 has been re,jected will increase it next time.

Rule 2: A proposer X whose oífer y 1 0 has been accepted will tend to decrease it or

keep it cunstant.

To test the two rules (1) and (2) we use the data of the experimental study by Giith

and van Damrne (1994). In their experiment a proposal consisted of three components

since a third part,y Z without strategic inHuence was included to combine the aspects

of ultirnatum t~arga,ining and dictatorship. Here only the data of those experiments are

used where responder Y knows y when deciding whether to accept. or not. In Table 1 we

only considcr those results where Y's information about the proposal was never varied

(Y either knows all three cornponents ar only the amount offered t.o him). The change

pyc - y~ - yc-i in the offer y to responder Y from period t- 1 to period t is classified

according to whether y~-1 has been accepted or rejected. If yt-1 has been accepted, only

~yt - 0 and ~y~ c 0 confirms rule (2), i.e. 98 of 110 observations. If yt-r has been

rejected, rule (1) predicts Dyc ~ 0 what is confirmed only in 6 of the 10 observations.

Thus we can conclude that rule (2) seems to be empirically valid whereas for rule (1) the

number of observations appears far too snrall for a final ,judgement.

In general, a proposer may not only hear about plays in which he took part actively,

but also rrbout other plays. A proposer X, whose thrifty offer y was luckily accepted,

may, for inst ance, nevertheless incre.ase his offer y to Y when he notices that even more
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generous offers were rudely rejected. Similarly, a proposer who, e.g. out of his secondary

concern for Y's well-being, sees that he is the only one treating Y so well may rethink aaid

thereb,y give up his secondary concern for Y's well-being. More generally, it seems that

qualitative learning regarding the question how rnuch Y deserves will strongly depend on

experiences abont what others du. We just want to demonstrate that qualitative learning

can depend ou other experiences than the offers y. In the full information trials of

the experirnent by Giith and van Damme (1994) a responder did not only learn which

part y of the cake has been assigned to lum but also what X has granted to the third,

strategicall~~ iuessential party Z.

Here a propo,er X might have thought that responder Y will not only try to protect his

own share y, but also, e.g. out of a seeondary concern for party Z, the share z - c-~- y

of the third p~u~ty Z. Clearly, this would nrake it possible for X to soothe Y by granting

more to Z. There is, however, little support that Y cares for Z's well-being: Whenever

there was a rejection under full information it could be attributed to a low offer y c cj3,

i.e. responders Y did not sacrifice y simply because z was too low. Furthermore, proposers

X in avE~rage quickly have learned this and offered more to responders when the,y know z

in addition to ~, i.e. proposers X apparent,ly th~nght. it cheaper to bribe Y by increasing

y than to giant. more to Z when fearing that a too low a5signment z to Z might annoy

Y.

Notice that this sheds new light on proposer's secondary concerns for receivers as discussed

in section 3 above. Strong secondary concerns of X for Z's well-being should have induced

significant z-shares which were rarely observecL Of course, also responders Y could have

entertained such secondary concerns. A1 least in view of the results by Giith and van

Damme (1994) secondary concerns for receívers are rather utrreliable.

Although we could validate orily rule (2) of our hypothesis how qualitative learning

changes the preferences ofproposers who repea.tedly play the ultimatum game with chang-

ing opponents, the hypothesis, in general, seems intuitively convincing. Since reasonable

proposers ahy away from greedy offers, one usually (see Kagel, Kim and Moser, 1992, for

an exceptional study with a surprisingly high conflict quota) observes not enough conflicts

for testiug also rule (1). Studies with surprisingly krigh frequencies of confiict may rely

12



message forrn rn -(z, y, z) ~n. - ~
round t- 3- round t 1-4 4-7 2-5 5-8

7l~-s ~~tr ~ 0 12(10) 7(5) 3(3) 4(2)
accepted ~yc - 0 1.1 15 15 15

~yc G 0 9 1-1 16 17
cIc-s ~yc ~- 0 0 ~ 1 0

rejected ~yc 1 0 1 0 1 0

Table 2: irc brackets the number of c~ses where nut ouly 2te. but also xc, has been increased

on procediu~es wluch migYrt shape the way in which directional learrung takes place. We

therefore refiain from applying rule ( 1) to other data sets with high conflict yuota. At

least for the data sets at hand the conch~sion t.hat the preferences of proposers are shaped

íiy qualitative learrung seems wcl]-founded and reasonable.

One may ask how behavior is shaped by experiences if the same iudividuals interact

repeatsdly. Usually eveu bormdecíly rational decision makers will see that a repeated game

(a base gaine is played repeatedly by the sanre persons) h~rs a completely different structure

than the (base) game itself. A proposer will therefore construct. preferences over offer

sequences rxther than only over his initial oífers ~ to responder Y where an offer sequence

rnust. not necessarily be complete ( one may not know how to cud a multi-period game

when starting it). This demonstrates tha~t decision emergence of ultimatum proposers

who repeatedly interact with t.he same responder is nearly as difficult as explaining the

choice behaviur in dyuanric games where at. le.~st partly previous moves are Icnown at later

decisions. We do not feel ready to challenge this far more difficult ttrsk.

Another difficulty results when a proposer is confrouted with maary experiences bet.ween

two successive trials. Instead of disctLSSing this abstractly without data we iliustrate this

again with the help of the data observed by Giith and van Damme (1994). As ment.ioned

before in their experiment a proposer X hací t.o allocat.e c arnong tkrree. persons X, Y and Z,

i. e. a proposal was a vect.or (.z, y, z) with xfzt~ z- r and x, rt, c 1 0(ihere was a smallest

positive money unit). In the experirnental trial, called cycle mode, a proposer played

altogethcr'J games successively agairLSt changing opponents which can be subdivided into

tlu~ee cycles. Here a cycle rneans that thc knowledge of Y about the proposal (x, y, z) was

varied systematically. Under full information 1' knew thc whole proposal (~, ~, z), under

essential information only p~, and uncíer irrelevant information only the component

l3
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'I'al~le ;i: 7~lii~ infurination cuuditions of t he cycli~ inode (Giith and van Dannne, 1994)

~ uf thE~ },r~~~~~~~:~1 (.~. y. ~). Li a ~.~i~lF~ ouc first plays the fnll, tlien the essential, and finally

11i~~ irrel~~~~aut iiif~n~inr~tion cun~lition.

Accordint; tu Table `L of the altogether 3G plays of the cycle mode only one began with

~~onHict iu tln~ first round (the E'iill inforiuation of the lst cycle). In accordance with

pr~~dictioii ( li nle 1) t his proposer reacte~~l }~y a niuch generous offer y to Y when he played

tlii~ full iiiliiruiation at;ain. Uf the 35 proposers whose first proposals were accepted 9

~Ic~crease~l. l.t kept.. :uid 12 increased their offe~rs to Y whei~ playing the full information

condition a~t;~~iii. This illustrates that rule (2) is leztis reliable when other experiences

iutervene. Ohviously most of the 12 proposers lcarned between thc first two plays of the

fiill infonnatiuu g~une, i.e. by experiencing the essential ~wid the irrelevant information

gatue, tli~it tl~ey have been too generous to Z and t.hat, to be sure of Y's ac~ceptance,

also respun~l~~r Y sl~oiild prolit frorn trcating Z less favoiirably (in 10 of the 12 cases ~c

iucreaseil tot;ether with y, twice :r wris kept constririt).

All '36 pru}~osr~ls of tlie second time of playing the full information game (the 4th round

altogether) wese accepted. Of these 36 proposers 14 decreased, 15 kept, and 7 increased

tlieir offer i~ to respou~ler }' so that the predictive succcss of rule (2) increased from

23~35 tii `1J~3(i. Of the 7 allucators, who incret~sed ~~ althoitgh thcir previous offer y was

accepted, b iucreascd .c together with i~. Thus the weaker support for rule (2) can be

inost.ly ~~~~ilaiurrl I,y attempts to "exploit," Z an~l to "bribe" Y by a larger offer y.

As reve~il~~~l fiv Table 2 the resiilts for the essential inessage ~n - i~ are not dramatically

ditferent. A~~tua.lly khe,y are slightly more in line with rule (2) t.han the corresponding

n;tinlts fur t li~~ fnll ~n~~.sagc furui m-(~~, y, z).
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5 Conclusions

It, is an old anecdote (see Figirre 8) that a choice maker when being confronted with a.

difficult decision task will react rather angrily ("Are you kidding? This is serio~~s!" ) when

being helped by the "aclviee": "Wlry don't you simply ma3cirnize your utility!" What t.his

anecdote illustrates is that we aa-e not established with complete preferences telling us

what is best. The major problem of decision making is rather to construct. a preference

for a certain choice alternative what may sometimes be easy and sometinres dií~icult. The

easy choice problems are those where there is no conflict between (primary) concerrts, i.e.

there is nu uc~ed to reevaluate concerrts or ueglect discomforting evidence.

Y~
c

0

x: wnat are me c,uves
i aoa ~ ~epte~r~ga

Answer. All points (x,y)
on the seme am~e
arc equally good
Ttey ere called
"indifference curves"

X: Who is uidi8'ercot9
Answer: Supposedly, you.
X: Are you lódding7

lhis is serious!

1
[

x

Figure ii: The old anecdote illustrating wh,y normative decision theory is of no help

Here we have concentrated on a particular and more difficult decision task, namely the

proposal making in iiltimatum bargaining where the two primary concerns "the own

demand a" aud "the certainty of having one's offer accepted' are couHicting. Flrrthennore,

the situatioit is a strategic one: More specifically, a proposer X has to predict how likely

it. is that a, certain proposal will be accepted by responder Y. Thinking about others in

such a way may inspire sorne concern for Y's well-being. We have narned this a secondary

concern tiiuce it. typically develops when analyzing whether the primary concerns are

conflictíng or not.
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The advant:rgE~ of concentrating on this particular choice problem is that most of our

hypotheses cuuld be b~~sed on experimental observations. We did not have to speculate

without fn~ ts, ~is it is partly true for Giith (1997). In particular, when demonstrating how

experiencr, (re)shape preferences for certain choices wP could rely on a rather rich data

set coulirniint; our prcrlictiu~LS.

The fact tL,it, espeeially in caae of couHicting concerns, t.he preferenee for a certain choice

alternativa has to be generated b,y a.n often cumbersome process of cogrutive mode~lling,

reevaluatiug eouccrrLS, re~interpretirrg evidence etc. makE~ it clear that preferences will

hardly ever be complete. On the contrary, one usually will start out to single out a few

relevant- ~lo~~ision alternativos when being offered too many as in the usual ult,inratum

game. How this is done, in general, hrrs not been discrossed here at all. In ultimatum

bargainint; most proposers seem to compare the equal split offer i~ - c~2 with some

nrore or Icss unfavorable offer y G c~2 for responde,r Y where prominence theory (see,

for instani~c, Albers and Albers, 19~3) undcubtedly has a lot to sa.y which offers y G c~2

easily coiuc to one's mind.

In our view, the theor,y of decision emergence is still iu a very preliminary state although

psychologi~ al lheorie.~a like cognitive dissonanee theory eertainly provide some guidance.

Since there are far t.oo rnany choice problems, theoretical results for particular decision

t.asks will uot sufíice. Our hope is therefore that certain aspects of the process, how

ultimatnm proposers generate their choices, are of gcsneral importance, e.g. how the

analysis uf primary concerrrs can generate secondary concerns and how qualitative learning

can (re)nh~ipe preferences (a more general attempt is Giith, 1997).
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